focus booster
Private beta report - Week 1
The first week of focus booster’s private beta had a great start. Our team are impressed
with the in-depth feedback received. Thank you!
In this report, we are going to cover oﬀ on;
• The issues that were raised and have been resolved
• The issues that were raised and are up next to be resolved
• The new features launching next that require testing

Reported issues
Resolved
1. Username and password fields spread across the width of the log in page.
2. Sessions recorded in the previous focus booster app did not transfer to the time
entries report in the new app.
Up next
1. Improve messaging on the ‘session expired’ screen and remove ‘failed to load’
notifications.
2. Investigate bug relating to client and label fields being recognised as an autofill for
username/password.
3. Create a manual entry with a new label and client while the timer is running.
4. The time entries table is right aligned. The table will now be centred to remove the
white space on the left hand side.
5. A disclaimer to pop up on the session replay icon when hovered over.
6. ‘Clear all’ button on the today list to be moved away from the ‘done’ button.

New features - Up next
Next we are launching the focus booster PWA, which means new desktop apps.
There is a catch, however, the “desktop apps” aren’t native apps to be downloaded from
a store and onto your device. focus booster’s new desktop app experience will be more
reliable, faster and smoother than ever before.

Accessing focus booster on your desktop
Now you can install focus booster directly to your desktop from a browser.
All you will need to do is;
1. Open focus booster beta in your browser.

2. Direct your eyes to the far right of the URL bar and click the circle icon with a ‘+’
inside of it.

3. Select ‘Install’ and your new desktop app will open within seconds!

What will require testing
We would like to encourage all beta testers to install the focus booster beta app onto
your desktop, no matter what browser or device you normally use. We want to ensure
this is a seamless and well-communicated functionality, as PWAs are still a very new
technology.

What about the mobile apps?
You are probably wondering about mobile apps. This new installation process does
mean you will be able to install focus booster onto your mobile device from a browser
page on your phone.
However, this is not a matter of priority in this phase of the beta testing as we have
improvements to make to the mobile experience.
You are welcome to install the beta site onto your mobile device, but do keep in mind
that it is a work in progress. We will provide an update when this is ready to test.

